NOTES:
1. For End Anchor Assembly (Type CA) details, see Standard Plan A77T1.
2. The typical passageway opening for motorcycles is 6'-0" to 8'-0". Generally, motorcyclist passageways are not used where median width is less than 22'-0". The typical passageway opening for motor vehicles is 12'-0" to 16'-0". Generally, motor vehicle passageways are not used where median width is 12'-0" or less, see Project Plans for width of passageway opening.
3. Barrier end offsets from edge of traveled way vary depending on type of highway facility involved. End offsets other than 10'-0" will be shown on the Project Plans.
4. For typical flare offsets for 25'-0" length parabola with maximum offset of 1'-0", see Standard Plan A77P1.